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Today’s Discussion:
Web of Knowledge  5
 An Expanded Citation Universe
 A Wealth of New Enhancements to Support
Search & Discovery, and  Information Management
Research Analytics
InCites
Web of Knowledge 5
Discovery – Driven by an Expanded Citation Universe
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Thomson Reuters (formerly ISI) has been the authority 
on citation data for over 50 years.
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US National Science 
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Web of Science data have been used in major research evaluation initiatives 
around the globe for decades.
European Commission
European Union
Science & Technology 
Indicators
 Also used by government entities in France, Australia, Italy, 
Japan, UK, Portugal, Norway, Spain, Belgium, South Korea, 
Canada, and more, to shape higher education policy.
Citation metrics are only as good as their source
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Web of Science- the first and largest citation index
• Selectivity and control of content- high, consistent standards
• 11,000+ journals and 716 million+ cited references
• Multidisciplinary- Science, Social Science, Arts/Humanities
• Depth- 100+ years- including cited references
• Consistency and reliability- ideal for research evaluation e.g. 
field averages
• Unmatched expertise- 40+ years of citation analysis and 
research evaluation
• Conference Proceedings- 12,000 conferences annually
• Funding acknowledgments
• The gold standard-used by over 3,200 institutions in more than 
90 countries
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Within Web of Knowledge 4, 
the power of discovery via 
cited reference navigation 
resides solely within
Web of Science…
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BIOSIS
Previews
… though key                    
Web of Knowledge resources 
are integrated with            
Web of Science data and do 
link to this information.
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Web of Knowledge 5 –
The BIOSIS Citation Index
brings unique cited 
reference content and 
navigation to the              
platform.
 BIOSIS Previews content with the power of cited reference data
– Cited references for BIOSIS unique items (beginning with 2006 
production year data).
– Cited references for BIOSIS items that overlap with items in the 
Web of Science (for all years, 1926 - forward) .
– All citation data is resident within the BIOSIS Citation Index 
database. 
 Provides for a unique BIOSIS times-cited count, unique connections 
to related information.
 Available only on the Web of Knowledge platform. 
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BIOSIS Citation Index
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Web of Knowledge 5
Discovery – Driven by an Expanded Citation Universe
This article within Web of Science 
links to 116 Citing Articles within 
the WoS environment.
 47% are Unique to Web of Science
The same article within BIOSIS Citation 
Index links to 78 Citing Articles within the 
BCI environment.
 22% are Unique to BIOSIS Citation Index!
Web of Knowledge 5
Discovery – Driven by an Expanded Citation Universe
An Expanded Citation Universe not just within 
the context of volume of information – but detail. 
 Know which Web of Knowledge resources 
account for the overall Times Cited.
 Know which Web of Science files are the 
sources of citing articles – Science,  Social Science, 
Arts & Humanities, Conference Proceedings.
Web of Knowledge 5
Discovery – Driven by an Expanded Citation Universe
An additional new resource within Web of Knowledge 5 –
the Chinese Science Citation Database.
Bringing a wealth of information from the fastest growing producer of research 
in the world. Created in partnership with the Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Web of Knowledge 5
Discovery – Driven by an Expanded Citation Universe
This article, uniquely indexed in Biosis Citation Index 
links to 1 Citing Article within the BCI environment.
 The Citing Article is Unique to BIOSIS Citation Index!
Web of Knowledge 5
Discovery – Driven by an Expanded Citation Universe
An All Databases Citation 
Map provides for visual 
discovery within the entire 
universe of Citing Articles.
Web of Knowledge 5 
brings a new look – with 
many new features.
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
Web of Knowledge 5 
brings a new look – with 
many new features.
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
The newly enhanced Author Finder 
combines Web of Science        
Distinct Author Sets along with Refine 
options to provide for powerful and 
flexible author identification and 
search options. 
Searching -- “Left –Hand Truncation”
Left-hand truncation will account for 
variations that one may not even be 
aware of  – in this case variations 
in “grass” such as switchgrass, 
bunchgrass, etc.
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
Searching -- “Lemmatization”
The only difference between the two 
searches here is that Lemmatization 
is “On” for the second search –
the default setting is “On”.
Plural forms of both “cell” and 
“mouse” are automatically included.
With Lemmatization “On”
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
The 100,000 record limit has 
been eliminated for --
 Results Record Counts
 Refine Results
 Analyze Results
Search Results  -- Full Counts Display, Refine, Analyze
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The 100,000 record limit has 
been eliminated for --
 Results Record Counts
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Search Results  -- Full Counts Display, Refine, Analyze
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
View Abstract option from 
Results Summary
Search Results  -- View Abstracts from Results Summary List
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
ResearcherID Integration Unique ResearcherID Numbers will be presented 
within Web of Science Full Records for authors that 
maintain a RID profile.
Will link to these RID profiles.
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
ResearcherID Integration Unique ResearcherID Numbers will be presented 
within Web of Science Full Records for authors that 
maintain a RID profile.
Will link to these RID profiles.
RID Numbers will be 
searchable in Web of Science.
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
Search Results  -- “Marked List” Enhancements
Marked List may now house 5,000 records combined 
from all Web of Knowledge databases  -- with 
accessible, database-specific Marked List subsets.
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
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Search Results  -- “Marked List” Enhancements
Create and Analyze custom data sets!
One may now Analyze Results and produce a  
Citation Report for the content of the Marked List .
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
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Behind the Scenes
The capability for application of more complex algorithms to data 
will allow for even more accurate citation unification, relevancy 
ranking, and other refinements. These things are invisible to you, 
but certainly enhance the discovery experience.
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
 Support of Left Hand truncation
 Lemmatization – “mouse” also finds “mice”
 Spelling – UK/Canada and American English spelling variants 
automatically accounted for in searches - e.g. behavior & behaviour
 NEAR operator  ---- “carbon Near/5 atmospher*” for example
 No more stopwords --- “Vitamin A”
 Optional Full Author Name Searching
 Institutional name variants automatically searched 
(e.g. Harvard University or Harvard Univ)
 Search Results default organization by Publication Date (journal cover 
date) rather than production date
 Additional Search Result Sort Options
Searching, Discovery, Analysis and Citation Overview      
-- Key Enhancements
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
 Full Results Record Counts (beyond 100,000)
 Refine and Analyze all results (beyond 100,000)
 Abstract Preview on Results Summary Pages 
Citation Report for a Cited Reference Search                                        
– gauge the influence of a body of Citing Papers
 Full record Complete Times Cited Count (no 65,535 limit)
 Citation Breakdown – complete citation universe overview
 Powerful Marked List Options – Customize a Results Set
 Mark up to 5,000 items
 Marked Lists supports Analyze Results & Citation Report
 All Databases Search
 Refine Results by Particular Databases
 Citation Report
Searching, Discovery, Analysis and Citation Overview      
-- Key Enhancements
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
Web of Knowledge 5 – A new look, with many enhancements
Coming Late 2011
As we know, books play an important role in scholarly communication.
Particularly in the Social Sciences and Arts & Humanities, the citation 
network between books and journals is very significant.
 Thomson Reuters is now in the process of creating a                    
Book Citation Index, which will be available as two separate files  
within Web of Science – Science, and Social Science and Humanities
 Content will be comprised of scholarly books that present fully 
referenced articles of original research, or reviews of the literature. 
Both Series and Non-series monographs will be included.
 Science file will account for roughly 40% of the overall book content within 
the Book Citation Index (BkCI), and include publications back to 2005.
 Social Science and Humanities file will account for roughly 60% of the 
overall book content within the BkCI, and include publications back to 2003.
http://wokinfo.com/products_tools/multidisciplinary/bookcitationindex/ 
There are a variety of tools that are part of your Web 
of Science subscription- Take advantage of them!
• http://wokinfo.com/realvalue
• Web of Knowledge search box
• Yahoo widget
• Internet Explorer and Firefox Search extension
• RSS and RSS Conversion Tools
• Article match and retrieval web service
• Web of Science web services
• ResearcherID web services-batch data upload
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Web of Knowledge search box
• Add a Web of Knowledge 
search box to any web page, 
e.g. library homepage
• Creating and using is simple 
– HTML copied into web 
page
• All Databases results open in 
a new browser window
• Help users utilize your 
resources when they need 
to, how they need to. 
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Web of Knowledge Yahoo Widget
Web of Knowledge Yahoo Widget
• Widget application from 
Yahoo
• Clicking on the Web of 
Knowledge button 
displays search box
• Web of Knowledge All 
Databases results open in 
new browser window
• Users can access Web of 
Knowledge without leaving 
their desktop.
Web of Knowledge Internet Explorer or Firefox 
Extension
• Web of Knowledge All Databases search integrated into Internet 
Explorer or Firefox
• Provides search anytime the browser is open
• Can be set as the default search engine
• Easy access to Web of Knowledge
Web of Knowledge RSS feeds
• RSS
– Really Simple Syndication
– Rich Site Summary 
• Any general search or citation 
search can be sent to an RSS 
reader
• Automatic delivery of Web of 
Knowledge results aggregated with 
other content
– Access in browser, mail, mobile 
phone, Yahoo, Google, etc.
• Help users stay up to date by 
streaming information to a 
webpage automatically, e.g. 
– New papers published by your 
institution or a department
– New papers that cite a researcher
– New papers on a topic
RSS feeds- part of your Web of Science subscription
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Promote your institution’s new 
research with feeds of Web of 
Science records
http://www.adelaide.edu.au/library/news/isi.html
Web of Knowledge RSS conversion tool
http://isiwebofknowledge.com/benefits/promote/rssfeeds/
• Allows administrators to 
easily create RSS feeds
• Conversion tool converts 
RSS XML into formatted 
HTML
• Many uses
– Institution can showcase the 
works of their researchers
– Address search results can be 
posted on department web 
site
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<rss version="2.0">
<channel>
<title>Search: GW1</title>
<description>RSS feed from ISI Web of Knowledge</description>
<link>http://isiwebofknowledge.com/</link>
<pubDate>Tue, 09 Jun 2009 11:12:41 -0400</pubDate>
<generator>WOK MWS 5.11.0.6</generator>
<copyright>Copyright 2009 Thomson Reuters</copyright>
<item>
<title>Climate Change Adaptation Strategies for Resource Management and 
Conservation Planning</title>
<link>http://links-
qa.isiknowledge.com/gateway/Gateway.cgi?GWVersion=2&amp;SrcAuth=Al
erting&amp;SrcApp=Alerting&amp;DestApp=WOS&amp;DestLinkType=Full
Record&amp;KeyUT=000266235600005</link>
<description>Climate Change Adaptation Strategies for Resource 
Management and Conservation Planning &lt;br/&gt;
Lawler, JJ &lt;br/&gt;
YEAR IN ECOLOGY AND CONSERVATION BIOLOGY 2009 
1162: 79-98 2009</description>
</item>
<item>
<title>Bio-sequestration of carbon dioxide using carbonic anhydrase enzyme 
purified from Citrobacter freundii</title>
Article Match and Retrieval (AMR)
http://isiwebofknowledge.com/products_tools/products/related/trlinks/
• Included in Web of Science subscription
• You upload identifying information for articles in XML, e.g. 
– DOI 
– Web of Science unique identifier
– Pubmed IDs 
– bibliographic metadata article title, journal title, authors, etc.
• AMR returns an up to date citation count and a hyperlink to 
the Web of Science record. 
• Useful for enhancing your existing institutional 
repository/bibliography with citation counts and links to 
Web of Science 
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Web of Science Your systems
AMR in action
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http://hub.hku.hk/handle/123456789/42108
http://findit.library.jhu.edu/go/410718
Web of Science web services
http://isiwebofknowledge.com/products_tools/products/related/webservices/
• Included in Web of Science subscription
• You are able to search Web of Science data 
programmatically, using any of the searchable fields
• Web of Science web services returns a basic bibliographic 
record from Web of Science in XML (article title, journal 
title, volume, page, year, authors, keywords)
• Useful for extracting Web of Science records published by 
your entire institution and posting on your website. 
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Web of Science Your systems
National Science Foundation Award Abstract
National Science Foundation       Research.gov
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ResearcherID   http://researcherid.com/
A free, online community where authors:
Create a personalized research profile
 Receive a unique identifier to eliminate author misidentification
 Increase recognition of their work and exposure for their institution
Facilitate global collaboration among researchers.
Researcher ID web services- batch upload and 
download web services
• An institution can facilitate the use of Researcher ID by 
programmatically creating profiles for its researchers as a 
batch
• If the institution has the researchers’ publication lists, they 
can automatically populate their profiles for them
• Then, data can be...
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…Extracted in a batch 
for use in internal 
databases, such as a 
faculty profile system
…Integrated with other 
Thomson Reuters research 
evaluation tools (e.g. InCites) to 
enhance faculty assessment
Research ID - Upload / Download process
You supply data about 
your institution’s 
researchers (e.g. name, 
email address)
ResearcherID creates 
profiles for your institution 
and  links existing accounts 
to your institution
You supply publication 
lists for your researchers
ResearcherID adds 
publications to researcher 
profiles.
Citation count provided for 
records matched to Web of 
Science.
Individual researchers edit 
and approve publication 
lists. 
You download 
ResearcherID profiles for 
your institution
- Institution process - Thomson Reuters 
process
- Researcher 
process
optional
Data can also be          
integrated into 
InCites for 
further analysis
ResearcherID web services
• For more information or to register for the batch upload or 
download services 
Sign up for ResearcherID Web Services
(http://isiwebofknowledge.com/researcherid/webservices/)
• ResearcherID web services case studies
University of Hong Kong
(http://wokinfo.com/media/pdf/univ_hk_cust_profile_palmer.pdf)
University of Queensland
(http://wokinfo.com/media/pdf/ridwebservices-casestudy.pdf)
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Researcher ID badge: integrate your profile into your 
website
http://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/star/Kuligowski_B.php
Researcher ID badge: integrate your profile into your 
website
http://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/sod/sst/squam/people.htm
University of Queensland- Researcher ID citation 
count 
http://espace.library.uq.edu.au/list/?cat=quick_filter&sort_by=searchKey0
&search_keys%5B0%5D=climate+change
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Example: Univ Hong Kong Scholar’s Hub
http://hub.hku.hk/rp/rp00197?authority=rp00197&type=author
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• Annual reports, Board of trustees reports
• Strategic plans/performance dashboards
• Accreditation
• PR, research magazines
• Annual faculty reviews/tenure review
• Collaboration analysis
• Departmental research strategy
• Building an institutional repository
• Build faculty expertise database
How do universities use citation metrics? 
Case Studies: see how other institutions have 
used our data to make strategic decisions 
– Rockefeller University 
http://wokinfo.com/wok/media/pdf/tr_rockefeller_case_study.pdf
– University of Toronto 
http://scientific.thomsonreuters.com/media/newsletterpdfs/8462431/usi.
pdf
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Research Analytics: tools like InCites provide 
comprehensive citation metrics and analytics 
1.
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• InCites is a web-based research evaluation tool designed 
to track trends on the field, country, and institution level, 
and to enable detailed bibliometric analysis and reporting 
on the set of papers important to you. 
http://incites.thomsonreuters.com
Global Comparisons
• Rank and compare countries and institutions 
• Drill down to a specific research discipline
• Data aggregated to the national and institutional level
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InCites: Two types of analysis
Research Performance Profile
• Custom-built set of articles based on your needs (e.g. your 
institution’s papers)
• Analyze a researcher’s performance, or a research group
• Detailed citation metrics on every paper in your dataset
Global Comparisons
• How does my institution compare to peer institutions? 
• How is research changing within my country?
• How does the research impact of different disciplines in 
my institution or country compare to each other?
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InCites: Two types of analysis
Research Performance Profile
• How does Dr. Smith’s research performance compare to Dr. 
Jones’? 
• What has the organization published?  What is the impact of 
that output?   What disciplines are represented? What 
journals? 
• Whom are we collaborating with most effectively? 
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